. We combine shape-changing interfaces with spatial augmented reality. Shape-changing interfaces physically render coarse shapes and slow movements. Spatial augmented reality is used to display arbitrary textures, objects, and fast motion, directly onto the shape-changing device. This allows us to take advantage of natural depth cues and occlusion. We demonstrate the combination of the two techniques in three applications, i. e. a weather app with waves rendered physically and virtually (left) and a game with position of important game elements emphasized through shape change (center). We show capabilities of enriching shape-changing interfaces with spatial AR, e. g. the ability to render arbitrary objects and shadows (right).
INTRODUCTION
Shape-changing interfaces provide benefits with their ability to dynamically alter the physical shape of objects. They allow for dynamic tactile sensation (e. g. [41] ), haptic data exploration (e. g. [26] ) or in general diverse dynamic affordances (e. g. [23] ). However, changing the physical shape of devices to resemble desired target shapes can be challenging. Especially highly detailed shapes and fast motion are hard to achieve for shape-changing interfaces, which oftentimes only feature few actuators (e. g. MorePhone with 4 actuators [18] ). Typically, shape-changing devices are limited to their predefined range of possible shapes (i. e. deformations, or states), e. g. the faders of 2.5D displays (e. g. [27, 17] , or the predefined airchambers of pneumatic interfaces (e. g. [41] ). Additionally, even if fast physical motion is possible, it can be problematic since it could startle users (cf. [26] ).
While research on shape-changing interfaces focused mostly on altering objects physically, a wide range of prior work aimed at changing the optical appearance of objects and environments, for example through spatial augmented reality (spatial AR, e. g. [7, 31, 21, 24] ) or fish tank VR (e. g. [36] ). Spatial AR is defined as augmentation of real surfaces in a physically co-located way, for example through projection or displays. Users need no additional instrumentation such as see-through glasses (cf. [8] ). By enriching static physical objects with visual content, users are presented with the illusion of different textures, shapes, or motion. These systems benefit from the high resolution of displays and projectors, typically featuring millions of pixels, whereas creating shapechanging devices with even only several hundred individually controllable elements (e. g. the 900 actuators of Relief [17] ) is challenging.
However, with spatial AR, only the optical appearance of objects is dynamic, with the physical shape remaining static. Hence, benefits of shape-changing interfaces such as dynamic tactile sensation are not available. Furthermore, the ability of spatial AR to render 3D graphics is limited by the particular display surface. While it is possible to render virtual objects smaller than the surface, it is not possible to render larger objects. Display performance also depends on the viewing position. If users look at a flat display surface from a steep angle, virtual objects cannot be rendered correctly since they would exceed the bounds of the surface and thus are cut off.
In this work, we propose combining shape-changing interfaces, typically mechanically constrained and low-resolution, with spatial AR, which allows for displaying high resolution graphics and arbitrarily fast motion. Our aim is to bridge the gap between desired (real) objects and their physical and virtual representation. We argue that by incorporating perspectivecorrected virtual renderings, shape-changing interfaces can come closer to an accurate visual representation of desired arbitrary objects. We use physical shape change for dynamic tactile sensation and haptic feedback, and combine it with spatial AR's virtual graphics for high-frequency texture and the illusion of fast motion.
Until now, most research has focused on either physical or visual change. In the field of shape-changing interfaces, devices showed co-located 2D information (e. g. MorePhone [19] ), were augmented with 2.5D height field data (e. g. Relief [27] ), or extended with see-through augmented reality (e. g. Sublimate [26] ). None of these approaches extends shape-changing interfaces with perspective-corrected 3D visuals in a physically co-located way. We achieved perspective-correction by tracking a user's head, while physical co-location is achieved using projection mapping. In contrast to prior work, we display 3D virtual content directly on the shape-changing device, which allows us to take advantage of natural depth cues and occlusion. Additionally, this allows for leaving users uninstrumented.
Conceptually, we see the connection between shape-changing interfaces and pixel displays analogous to the connection between (coarse) 3D models and high-detail 2D textures in computer graphics. The geometry of a 3D model is created e. g. through polygonal modeling. Subsequently, low complexity is compensated for through sophisticated textures. Therefore, various techniques such as bump mapping, shadow mapping or animated texture mappings are used to increase the realism of virtual objects. We frame our exploration of shape-changing interfaces and spatial AR in this context, which allows us to identify challenges of both techniques and opportunities of their combination.
We demonstrate the concept of combining shape-changing interfaces and spatial AR with a handheld prototype, more specifically a shape-changing tablet enriched with spatial AR through projection mapping. However, we envision future shape-changing devices to be fully covered with highresolution displays. More specifically, we believe that each surface of a device will incorporate controllable pixels, especially with the rise of flexible and printed displays (e. g. [18, 29] ). We use projection for simulating such future interfaces. We present three applications demonstrating different interaction modalities: a spatial navigation application, an ambient display, and a labyrinth-style game.
In order to map the deformation of a physically constrained shape-changing device to arbitrary 3D graphics of spatial AR, we present a real-time algorithm for matching the two based on what we call mechanical distance fields (MDF). Our MDF encodes mechanical deformation in a single regular-spaced voxel grid. By matching desired virtual target shapes with MDF, we can determine the necessary deformation to represent any virtual object. This allows us to match the deformation of shape-changing interfaces in real-time to virtual 3D content, even if the device features deformation along 3 dimensions.
Furthermore, we present a technique for enhancing the quality of spatial AR by incorporating a user's perspective, which we call view-dependent shape-change. By dynamically altering the display surface, challenges of spatial AR introduced by limited display space can be overcome. This way, we can render virtual 3D objects which would usually be cropped due to the lack of display surface.
Contributions
• An exploration of combining physically changing devices and spatial AR for rendering arbitrary 3D objects and visual effects, framed in the context of computer graphics.
• A technique for extending the design space of shapechanging devices with rendering of complex textures, fast motion, and non-topologically equivalent shape changes.
• A real-time algorithm for matching constrained shapechanging devices to arbitrary 3D models.
• A technique for extending the effective display area for spatial AR based on view-dependent shape change.
RELATED WORK
In the following, we discuss relevant related work from the fields of shape-changing interfaces, spatial AR, and other work which aims at changing the optical appearance of objects.
Shape-changing interfaces
Shape-changing interfaces can change their physical appearance through actuation and serve as input or output devices, or both [23] . They can fulfill a large variety of aims, such as functional (e. g. communication [22] , dynamic affordances [17] , tactile feedback [41] ), hedonic (e. g. aesthetics [41] ), conveying emotions (e. g. Thrifty Faucet [38] ), or exploration (cf. [23, 33] ). To achieve these aims, different strategies are applied, such as different types of shape change or user interaction. 2.5D displays, for example, have been studied as input and output devices for co-located collaboration, telepresence and interaction (e. g. [26, 17] ). Their actuated pins allow for user interaction (input) as well as dynamic physical shape and even for actuation of objects placed on top (e. g. inForm [17] ). With PneUI [41] , the topology of objects is altered with pneumatics for functional aims (e. g. game controller) or hedonic aims (e. g. shape-changing lamp). Alexander et al. demonstrated interactions with a grid of small actuated (tilt) displays [3] , whereas we focus on using perspective-corrected 3D graphics.
Rasmussen et al. [33] and Coelho et al. [14] provide taxonomies of shape-changing interfaces and discuss different types of shape change, interaction, and aims. Roudaut et al. [34] quantify the resolution of shape-changing interfaces based on non-rational uniform basis splines (NURBS). As discussed by Rasmussen et al. [33] and Roudaut et al. [34] , most research focused on topologically equivalent changes of shape, such as change in volume (e. g. [22] ), or texture (e. g. [27, 41] ). Other, non-topologically equivalent changes (e. g. dynamically adding holes to a surface) are less explored, arguably because they are hard to achieve with current technology (cf. [34] ). Coelho et al. [13] changed the permeability (i. e. create holes in the surface) of a surface for architectural purposes.
Prior work focused mostly on the combination of shapechanging interfaces with 2D graphics, such as caller information or maps on shape-changing mobile phone (e. g. MorePhone [18] ). Leithinger et al. enriched their 2.5D displays with virtual graphics through height field data ( [27] ) and see-through augmented reality ( [26] ). We extend this line of research by displaying perspective-corrected 3D graphics directly on shape-changing interfaces.
Spatial augmented reality
Spatial augmented reality typically refers to situations when objects are augmented by displaying virtual content onto them (cf. [8] ). The virtual content is thereby registered to the real objects, which allows for 3D perception while exploiting natural depth cues. No other instrumentation such as see-through displays is needed, since head-tracking is used. We use an interpretation of the term spatial AR, where also displays mounted on a surface can serve as 3D virtual extension of the object (referred to as fish tank VR, e. g. pCubee [36] ). With Shader Lamps, Raskar et al. [31] used projection to virtually enhance 3D-scanned objects to alter their appearance dynamically. Techniques for projection mapping (e. g. calibration, compensation for background [20] ) are also applied for spatial augmented reality (cf. [8] ). These techniques are used for example to support communication (e. g. [15] ), urban planning, and media architecture design (e. g. [4] ). Furthermore, spatial AR is used for novel interactions (e. g. MirageTable [6] ) or increased immersion (e. g. RoomAlive [24] ). With Illuminating Clay, Piper et al. [30] augmented a manually deformable surface with volume data through projection mapping.
Tangible 3D Tabletop [16, 21] combines tangible tabletop interaction with 3D projection to augment tangible objects with visual content corresponding to its physical shape, position, and orientation on the tabletop. This means that the flat tabletop surface together with the tangible objects becomes a deformable interface.
Among the applications of projection mapping in art we find the works of Valbuena. His installations, for instance Augmented Sculptures [39] , are typically composed of very angular and clear-cut geometrical shapes, which, in conjunction with projection mapping, are used to create optical illusions. AntiVJ's installation, Enghien [4] , employed projection mapping to create the illusions of the transformation of a building façade. The non-interactive installation first mimics moving light sources to emphasize the 3D effect; then, starts copying and apparently moving the physical, architectural features, such as windows and balconies; finally, it deconstructs these features of the building (cf. [15] ).
Bermano et al. [7] augmented an animatronic head with virtual textures. They exploit the dense correspondence between the physical avatar and the virtual shape to increase realism. In our approach, we display arbitrary 3D objects and visuals onto shape-changing interfaces.
Appearance control
Besides using projection, researchers changed the optical properties of objects through a variety of other techniques. Alexa and Matusik [2] fabricated objects with different microstructures that yield appearance changes under different viewing angles. Furthermore, a large body of work focused on controlled surface reflectance (e. g. [28] ), which allows for objects with dynamic surface properties. All of these works leave the physical shape of objects largely unchanged.
COMBINING SHAPE-CHANGING INTERFACES WITH SPATIAL AUGMENTED REALITY
In this section, we first identify challenges when designing and building shape-changing interfaces taking related work into account. We then address these challenges and frame solutions with analogies to classic techniques of computer graphics.
Challenges of shape-changing interfaces
Looking at work by Roudaut et al. [34] on shape resolution and the taxonomy of shape-changing interfaces by Rasmussen et al. [33] , we can identify the main challenges we address in our work:
• Limited granularity: The limited number of actuators on many shape-changing interfaces makes rendering more detailed shapes or high frequency textures, such as bumpy surfaces or waves, challenging.
• Limited speed: Due to mechanical limitations, actuation speed is limited and high frequency motion is difficult to achieve. Additionally, even if faster motion was possible, it would often not be desirable due to user interaction (e. g. startle users, risk of jamming fingers).
• Optical appearance relies on physical shape: Shapechanging interfaces are bound to their physical appearance and environmental influence. Shadows thrown on the device depend largely on (uncontrolled) ambient light. Physical features such as edges of a device depend solely on the current deformation. Current shape-changing interfaces cannot change the ways users perceive them beyond physically possible changes (e. g. perceived levitation or holes). Figure 2 . The physical deformation (top row) is combined with the optical "deformation" (center row), i.e., a shape-changing device with a pixel display (bottom row). This allows for higher and changing granularity (center column), as well as to render varying curvature and a high number of zerocrossing (right). For illustration purposes the display is rather low-resolution (15 × 30 pixels in this case). We envision the optical component to be a high resolution deformable display (e. g. >300 ppi). Figure adapted from [34] .
These limitations reduce the expressiveness of shape-changing interfaces and thus their ability to achieve various goals (cf. [33] ). Devices with hedonic aims such as conveying emotion (e. g. Thrifty faucet [38] ) could benefit for example by not only triggering emotion through bending but also through a highly dynamic surface texture that moves and shows small spikes. Devices with functional aims such as communicating information (e. g. shape-changing mobiles phones [18, 34] ) face challenges when trying to express information beyond the capability of their few actuators, e. g. indicating information about upcoming weather (e. g. strength of wind, cloudiness).
Although spatial AR does not allow for tangible change, it can give users the illusion of features such as high detail texture or high frequency motion. We argue that the combination with the tangibility of shape-changing interfaces opens more possibilities for researchers and designers. Additionally, we believe spatial AR benefits from the combination with shape-changing interfaces by dynamically altering the display surface.
Connection to computer graphics: 3D models and 2D textures
We frame our proposed techniques in the context of computer graphics, more specifically in the context of polygonal 3D models and 2D texturing. We identified three different techniques which we found to be applicable when using spatial AR to address challenges of shape-changing interfaces: bump maps, animated texture maps, and shadow maps. Furthermore, we show how other optical properties of shape-changing devices such as transparency or area (cf. [33] ) can be altered, based on the principle of environment maps. We applied those principles to our current prototype.
Bump maps: Increasing perceived resolution
Bump mapping is a technique for the depiction of high detail surfaces with only low resolution 3D models, introduced by Blinn in 1978 [9] . The surface normals are changed, e. g. through perturbation, to render effects such as wrinkles or uneven surfaces, highly contributing to the perceived realism of surfaces. The geometry of the object is not modified. This allows for high realism, since the perceived intensity of light is mostly determined by the direction of the surface normal, and less by the position on the surface (cf. [9] ).
Like for coarse 3D models, the granularity (i. e. the number of actuators with respect to the device area) of shape-changing devices is rather low (cf. [34] ). Increasing the granularity can be challenging, since it means adding actuators and their control mechanisms on a limited area (e. g. within a tabletsized device), and increased power consumption.
In contrast, traditional displays or video projection feature several million controllable pixels. By adding virtual graphics to shape-changing interfaces, their perceived resolution can be increased. Analogous to using bump maps on 3D geometry, shape-changing interfaces provide the coarse, low resolution geometry. 3D graphics are responsible for simulating high resolution spatial and temporal variations (cf. high-detail 2D textures). Like 2.5D shape displays, regular displays can change their perceived granularity through simultaneously changing (i. e. grouping) actuators, ranging from changing only 1 pixel to all pixels simultaneously.
We use shape-changing devices to render the coarse (tactile) shape of a desired target, e. g. a wave-like form mimicking a water surface, or an architectural model. We then use spatial AR for more detailed surface features such as bumps on a map for small hills and valleys, ground textures, or objects for games. Those features are displayed perspective-corrected to appear realistic to the observer. Figure 2 (center) illustrates changing a device with multiple control points physically, and multiple boxes added by 3D graphics, as well as the combination of the two.
Granularity also influences other features of shape-resolution, such as curvature, zero-crossings (i. e. ability to produce wavelike shapes), and closure (cf. [34] ). As noted by Roudaut et al., curve deformation is challenging to achieve due to different material properties. Shape-changing devices need to be manufactured from, or covered with, flexible material Real Reality Interfaces #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA (e. g. foam or Lycra [12, 27] ). Dependent on the amplitude and curvature, only a relatively low number of zero-crossings can be achieved. This problem is even more apparent for devices with only very few actuators, e. g. shape-changing mobile phones. In combination with spatial AR, the number of available perceived zero-crossings, i.e., the frequency of wave-like shapes, can be increased drastically. As illustrated in Figure 2 (right), low frequency waves are rendered physically, whereas smaller wave-like structures are simulated.
Animated texture maps: Increasing perceived speed
Animated texture maps are used for presenting predefined animations onto other virtual surfaces, without changing the actual surface geometry. The animations can be of arbitrary speed and size.
Roudaut et al. discuss speed and animation, however mostly in terms of a device's ability to perform actions with varying speed. While the speed of most shape-changing interfaces is fixed (i. e. determined by mechanics, cf.
[34]), we argue that in combination with spatial AR, perceived speed of shapechanging devices can be varied as well as increased beyond the physically possible motion of the device. Like with animated texture maps, which are used to render motion on static or low resolution surfaces, we render fast virtual motion on the rather slow moving shape-changing interface. Additionally, we render motion of more fine-grained textures (e. g. small waves) and objects (e. g. a rolling marble).
The maximum velocity of a shape-changing interface depends on its implementation. Devices such as 2.5D shape displays with motorized pins rely on the actuation speed of the pins, whereas pneumatic interfaces rely on the pumping and vacuuming speed. Dielectric electro active polymers (DEAP) and shape-memory alloys (SMAs) usually rely on rather high voltage or current, respectively, and oftentimes suffer from low (de-)activation speeds. Higher velocity motion would be possible but poses challenges in terms of manufacturing as well as user interaction. When the velocity is increased above a certain threshold, it is challenging to accurately match a desired target deformation due to the mass of the object and resulting oscillation around the target position. Additionally, high speed deformation poses potential risks to users (e. g. jamming fingers or startling users).
By combining shape-changing interfaces and spatial AR, high velocity movements can be performed virtually. Physical deformation can be performed simultaneously, but with lower velocity, overcoming these potential limitations. In our prototypes, physical actuation is included in our shape-matching algorithm with predefined maximum velocity and a damping factor, allowing for smooth motion which does not distract or startle users.
Shadow maps: Adding virtual depth
Shadow mapping, introduced by Williams in 1978 [40] , is a technique for efficiently rendering shadows. A shadow map is generated by rendering the scene from the light source's perspective and storing depth information (z-buffer values). Through comparison of the scene part displayed in each pixel, the position of shadows is determined. This allows for greatly
Virtual shadow A Virtual shadow B Figure 3 . Two different virtual shadows for the same physical shape.
increasing the realism of virtual scenes. Additionally, by moving the virtual light source, different effects such as change in time (e. g. virtual sun clock) and perceived object position (e. g. levitation) can be achieved.
Current shape-changing interfaces are bound to their physical appearance when rendering objects. Occlusion or shadows depend on the current shape of the device and the illumination coming from the environment. Using spatial AR allows for simulating these properties. We change the position of a virtual light source in the "scene" (i. e. the environment where the tracked shape-changing device is in), effectively adding virtual shadows to a physically deformed device (see Figure 3 ). This allows us to illuminate the device in a way that gives users the impression of different shadows on the device, independently of ambient illumination from the environment. Previously, this was not possible since shape-changing interfaces relied on actual shadows thrown on or through the device. Shadow maps allow designers of shape-changing interfaces to convey different information, e. g. progress of long running processes, or simply time passing, indicated by shadows moving according to the sun (i. e. our virtual light source).
Additionally, shadow maps can be used to change optical features of shape-changing interfaces. As illustrated in Figure 4 , by emphasizing or blurring physical edges, their appearance can be altered. By emphasizing soft edges with sharp lines, the edges appear more pronounced, and vice versa. Finally, spatial AR allows for rendering arbitrary objects on shape-changing devices. This makes it possible to render a background texture on the device as well as other objects including their virtual shadow. By exploiting this property, it is possible to create virtual objects on the device that e. g. float above the ground (see Figure 5 and 1) , or disappear and reappear on demand. This shadow effect has been used in prior work to make fairies fly in front of a statue as part of culture heritage communication at a historic castle [15] .
Real Reality Interfaces #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA Figure 5 . Two virtual cubes are rendered on the shape-changing device. By adding virtual shadows, the illusion of objects hovering over the device can be created.
Extension: Environment maps for optical effects
Besides increasing perceived resolution and speed of shapechanging devices, other optical effects such as transparency can be included in future shape-changing interfaces. By showing the background on top of the device, features such as holes (i. e. partial transparency) can be rendered. This also allows for decreasing the perceived size of a shape-changing device, which is challenging with current technology.
This approach, however, requires knowledge of the environment, such as the surface underneath, beside, or behind the shape-changing device, thus deviates from the other proposed concepts. Therefore, we consider changing these optical properties of shape-changing interfaces as extensions of our proposed framework.
In computer graphics, this technique is referred to as environment maps (or reflection maps, [10] ). The texture of the environment is captured and stored for later mapping it on a virtual device. This allows for efficient rendering of reflection without having to render the geometry of the environment. Our current implementation uses projection mapping, which allows us to control the appearance of the environment by using it as projection surface (see Figure 6 ). 
MATCHING PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL SHAPES
One of our main objectives is to find appropriate physical and optical properties of shape-changing devices to match desired virtual objects. For achieving this goal it is therefore central to match the physical shape of the device to the shape(s) in the virtual environment.
We note that this step was comparatively simple in prior work, as it focused either on 2D information displayed on a shapechanging devices or on height field data displayed on 2.5D shape displays. In our work, however, shapes may cover an arbitrary volume in 3D and they need to be represented by shape change that goes beyond a simple change of height.
Consequently, our goal is to design an algorithm that computes the actuation parameters of the shape changing device so that the virtual model is fit as closely as possible, and in real-time.
In the following we develop a model for the problem that makes the idea of a close-to-optimal fit precise and facilitates fast computation.
Overview
Our algorithm takes a model of an actuated device (e. g. as a set of 3D models, one per deformation state) as input. The input, representing individual actuators and states, is then encoded into multiple 3D voxel grids. Each voxel holds information on how the device needs to be deformed to cover it. The individual actuators of a device are encoded separately and later combined into a single voxel grid. This representation allows us to store actuation efficiently, and enables real-time matching.
For matching a the shape-changing device to a arbitrary target shape (e. g. given as 3D model), we first decode the target into a voxel grid as well. We then overlay the initially computed voxel grid with the target voxel grid and take the overlapping voxels into account for fitting. Subsequently, we calculate the optimal fit between the initial and the target voxel grid (see below). Figure 7 illustrates the complete algorithm.
Representation
The most important part of the algorithm lies in the representation of the shape changing device. Typically, a shape-changing device is composed of multiple actuators (i. e. degrees of freedom), which, when activated, deform a specific part of the device. The resulting motion need not be linear, which is typical for devices such as shape-changing mobile phones (e. g. [34, 18] ). We assume the actuation level of each actuator to be discretized. Then we represent the state of the shape-changing device as s ∈ Z n m , where n is the number of actuators and m is the number of actuation levels per actuator. Note that there is a total of n m distinct states for the device.
We represent the shape of the device as a discrete grid of voxels above the zero-state s = (0, . . . , 0) of the device (i. e. all actuators in state 0). Each voxel is either covered or uncovered by the device, where covered means the surface has been pushed far enough such that the voxel is below the surface. The status of each grid point is represented by 0 for uncovered and 1 for covered. The shape is a binary vector depending on the state, i. e. V (s) ∈ 0, 1 x×y×z , where x, y, z are the dimensions of the voxel grid in space. We note that the discretization need not be rectilinear, however, this is clearly the most convenient choice. We require that the voxel representation can be computed for any state s, i. e. that the shape-changing device is known a priori.
The virtual target shape to be represented by the device is likewise represented in the volumetric grid and denoted V T ∈ 0, 1 x×y×z . In a typical scenario the target shape is given as manifold, intersection-free mesh without boundary (sometimes referred to as 'watertight'), which can be scan-converted into the voxel representation. In principle, however, our approach works with every shape representation that can be converted into a voxel grid. is encoded individually, and combined to a single MDF (center). The target object is also encoded into a voxel grid and then matched with the initial voxel grid. This gives use candidate voxels (encoding device actuation). We then find the close-to-optimal fit in the MDF, which gives us the resulting deformation for any given target (bottom right).
Reduction and simplification
In general it is not feasible to store the grid for each of the n m possible states, as this would require xyz · n m bits storage, which is cumbersome for realistic dimensions. In particular, real-time computation would be difficult on this data volume.
Our solution is to decouple the individual actuators. This means we will consider the effect of each actuator on the shape changing device independent of the state of the remaining actuators. This is justified as only few voxels are actually influenced by more than one actuator. Moreover, we do model the interaction of actuators, albeit probabilistically: we consider the expected value for a voxel depending on the state of an actuator, considering the likelihood of the actuation levels of the other actuators being equal. For example, if a voxel is covered at state j of actuator i for half of the possible states of the other actuators , we consider the value of the voxel to be 0.5. This means we can now store the voxel grid for each actuator i and each actuation level j independently in a real valued vectorṼ i, j ∈ [0, 1] x×y×z . Note that now the complexity has reduced from using n m to using nm grids.
We further simplify this representation, making a monotonicity assumption: as the actuation levels of the actuators are increased, the enclosed volume never shrinks. This means, if a voxel is covered for actuator i at level j, it will also be covered for any level j > j. We notice that most voxels are affected only by a single actuator. Such voxels will at some actuation level change their value from 0 to 1. Rather than storing all 0's and 1's it suffices to store the actuation level for the change. Furthermore, voxels that depend on more than one actuator usually behave linearly, and we decided to store the values of any voxel for actuator i as a function that is equal 0, then linearly increases to 1, and then stays constant. This means we can store values of each voxel for a given actuator as two actuation levels: the first actuation level at which the value is non-zero, and the first level for which the value is 1. For voxels that are dependent on a single actuator, the two values will be identical. We store this representation as two vectors
. When needed, this information can be used to quickly generate the valuesṼ i, j .
The representation of the shape for a single actuator has a nice intuitive visualization: the actuation levels V 0 i ,V 1 i symbolize the 'mechanical work' that has to be exerted by the actuator to 'reach' the voxel. Based on this idea, and in analogy to distance fields (cf. [25, 11, 35] ) we nickname the representation mechanical distance field. The generation of the MDF is visualized in Figure 7 and the result for the set of all actuators combined in our prototype is shown in Figure 8 . 
Real-time matching
Based on the precomputed gridsṼ i, j we use a voting approach to decide on the best state s T : for each actuator i we check all actuation levels j and try to maximize the fit between the volume represented by the shape changing device and the target shape.
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We assess the error of fit for level j for actuator i as the symmetric difference between |Ṽ i, j −V T | (where the absolute value | · | is performed element-wise). Note that this evaluates to zero whenever the values are identical; and to one whenever either the voxel should be covered but is not, or should be uncovered but is. Naturally, we want to choose j such that this value is small.
On the other hand, we cannot expect to cover the shape with a single actuator so the error will usually be large. Among states with large error we would prefer those that represent most of the volume of the target shape, i. e. we would like to maximize the intersection of the target shape and the volume covered by the device. This volume is given byṼ i, j ·V T .
Based on these measures we defined the optimal state for actuator i as
For numerical reasons we only consider values j for which the common interior volumeṼ i, j ·V T is bounded away from zero.
Together these values form the optimal state vector s T .
Computational considerations
We first determine size of the voxel grid by computing the bounding box of the shape for all states. The smallest side length of the bounding box divided by the resolution r defines the side length of the voxels. In the case of our tablet prototype, as an example, we sample the deformation of each actuator r = 33 times, resulting in an initial voxel grid of x = 83 × y = 33 × z = 59 (∼160K total) voxels, which gives us a good balance between resolution of the mechanical deformation and computational effort.
The computation of all best fits can be performed in a single iteration over all voxels, collecting the products and differences for each actuator, and calculating the best fit. For the above mentioned voxel resolution our algorithm runs in real-time, with the most expensive part being the intersection and difference computations. The complexity of the algorithm grows linearly with the number of voxels, actuators, and actuation levels.
VIEW-DEPENDENT SHAPE CHANGE
Typically, the ability of spatial AR to present 3D contents to users is limited by the display surface. If a virtual object extends beyond the bounds of the projection surface, it is cropped. This is true for projection mapping as well as for other techniques such as stereoscopic displays. We make use of the shape-changing devices' ability to extend its surface to avoid cropping without the need to wear glasses. The surface of the device is deformed depending on the angle between the user and the device. In our prototype, this means that an edge is bent upwards to increase the effective projection surface area, as shown in Figure 9 . Figure 10 illustrates the computation of the deformation. The angle α between the user and the device is calculated as the dot product between the viewing direction u and the normal of the device n. We then calculate the deformation simply as β = θ −α × α θ , where θ denotes the maximum deformation of Figure 9 . The virtual world displayed on the shape-changing device (left). Without shape-change, the display area of the device is not sufficient for users to see the virtual world fully (i. e. walls are cropped, center). With view-dependent shape-change, the virtual world can be seen fully (right, deformation state inlay).
the device (in our case, 90°). We deform the actuators which are furthest away from the user. 
IMPLEMENTATION
We built a prototypical shape-changing device enriched with spatial AR through projection mapping to illustrate the concept of combining the two. Software and hardware is released as open-source at http://www.cg.tu-berlin.de/ research/projects/sci-and-ar/.
Shape-changing tablet
We built a shape-changing tablet (21 cm × 15 cm × 2 cm) from a custom 3D printed housing with 6 servo motors (Flug51 SG90) as actuators. The design of the device was inspired by Rasmussen et al. [32] , who were using a smaller, phone-sized and wired version with 4 actuators for their user study. The device is powered by two 2000mAh LiPo batteries. The servo motors are controlled through an Arduino Pro Mini, connected wirelessly via Bluetooth (HC-06 module) to a computer running our custom software. The top of the device is 3D printed from flexible filament (NinjaFlex), which allows for bending according to the servo position. For increased projection quality, the top is additionally covered with a sheet of paper (see Figure 11 ). Real Reality Interfaces #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA Projection mapping 3D projection mapping is based on having a 3D model of the physical object(s). This allows us to incorporate the device's geometry into our projection mapping system. We use a rigged 3D model of the tablet within our projection mapping application. By positioning and calibrating the projection system so that the relationship of the projection to the physical object corresponds to the virtual camera's relation to the 3D model, we can project the digital model onto the physical elements of the installation, thereby augmenting the physical object. We track the device as well as the user's head position using an OptiTrack IR tracking system. Projection is done using a single projector positioned ∼2 m above the surface.
Software
The control software for our sample applications is written in Unity, with rigged models of our prototypes created in Blender. We use a proprietary software for calibrating our projection mapping system, written in Java. The MDF algorithm is developed in C++ using openFrameworks and CGAL [37] . For voxelization of shapes, we use a simple box-triangle intersection algorithm as described in [1] . The C++ application handles generation and persistence of the MDF. The Unity software handles real-time shape matching.
APPLICATIONS
We demonstrate three different applications showcasing the potential benefits of combining shape-changing interfaces with co-located 3D graphics.
Spatial navigation
Users navigate in a virtual 3D environment, i. e. a 3D map. The shape-changing device deforms according to the geometry, as depicted in Figure 12 . Details of buildings and places are rendered onto the device using 3D co-located graphics. Users can rotate the device to explore the map freely. This application uses our view-dependent algorithm. When the user look from an angle, the deformation adapts, making it possible to render features extending the bounds of the projection surface (e. g. by tilting the device 90°). Figure 12 . Users navigate on a 3D map. Tilting of the tablet is compensated for using view-dependent shape-change (inlay).
Ambient display
Information of current and upcoming weather and the time are displayed on and with the shape-changing tablet ( Figure 13 ). Virtual shadows of 3D objects convey information about time of the day, following a virtually moving sun. Additionally, a wave simulation is rendered physically through deformation and virtually through spatial AR. The spatial and temporal frequency depends on the strength of wind. The shape-changing tablet deforms according to the wave simulation (i. e. stronger waves result in faster and larger deformation). spatial AR is used for rendering more fine grained details of the simulation. Furthermore, we added virtual fog to convey information of wind strength. The fog seems to float on top of the tablet.
A problem with shape-changing interfaces is that sudden deformations are not always suitable. To solve this, we implemented the concept of anticipating shape change. First, only the virtual waves move on top of the device indicating an upcoming shape change. With a short delay, the physical movement starts. 
Labyrinth game
We implemented a simple labyrinth game ( Figure 14 ). Users control a (virtual) rolling ball and maneuver it around to pick up colorful objects to complete a level. 3D information of the environment is rendered virtually on the device, including perspective-corrected walls, elevated game objects and high frequency ground textures. The ball also serves as input for our shape-matching algorithm and triggers deformation. Especially for regions covered by player's hands, this seeks to increase the feeling of a physical game object. Additionally, game effects such as stairs are rendered as a combination of shape-changing and virtual graphics. Additional application using dynamic porosity By using knowledge of the background, we can render holes into the shape. In our current implementation, the background is created by our application, therefore no camera is needed. We implemented this in a simple physical simulation (see Figure 6 ). The virtual ice first has holes, then breaks apart, thus revealing the underlying surface.
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FIRST USER EXPERIENCES
We conducted a small informal user study with 5 participants (24 -36 years), all students and staff from a local university, for getting first insights into our proposed technique. The study was performed as a think-aloud session. Participants, all unexperienced with both techniques, were first introduced to the applications described earlier. Thereafter, they experimented with the applications themselves.
For the ambient display, participants reacted positively to the combination of the two techniques. Participants immediately understood that physical shape-change corresponds to the virtually rendered waves. One participant noticed: "Oh, now it is clearly getting windy!" after the shape change started on the weather simulation and virtual fog was moving faster. Another participant suggested that the device should spray water, indicating that the device becomes more organic when it is enriched with 3D content. For the labyrinth game, participants felt like the virtual game world was moving whenever the ball was at a position featuring actuation.
This makes us believe that participants considered the device to resemble the objects they saw (i. e. the device becomes the water or the game world) and not just serve as a container for the displayed elements. This is different to other work, where virtual content was rendered and controlled through a "container" device, such as pCubee [36] . Therefore, the combination of the two techniques increased the "realism" of the device and, consequently, immersion. Also, the correspondence between the physical and virtual deformation guided users' perception. Designers and researcher can take this into consideration when designing shape-changing interfaces.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The combination of shape-changing interfaces and spatial AR allows for a wide variety of applications and extends the range of perceived appearances of shape-changing interfaces. It enables shape-changing interfaces (with inherently limited spatial resolution) to feature high-resolution 3D content that can overcome physical constraints. Furthermore, shape-changing interfaces only have to render slow and coarse motion, since arbitrarily fast motion can be rendered with spatial AR. Lastly, the combination can be used for rich haptic exploration of 3D visual information, allowing to better convey information.
We also believe by increasing the resolution of shape-changing interfaces, devices can not only serve as a "container" for digital content, they can also come closer to actually representing virtual objects. This would allow them to serve as avatars of digital objects, currently only present as on-screen content. By enabling shape-changing interfaces to effectively transition between representations, the space of possible usages can be drastically increased. Incorporating high detail 3D graphics is a step in this direction.
Tangible qualities
Spatial AR allows for changing the optical appearance of a shape-changing device, however these changes are intangible. As soon as users touch the surface which is displaying a high frequency texture, the illusion breaks. Furthermore, only the perceived physical shape of an object can be altered. Other properties such as stretchability, viscosity or strength remain unchanged. They rely completely on the resolution of the shape-changing device. Therefore, it is desirable to increase the range of shape-changing interfaces as well as the resolution of incorporated spatial AR. Including tactile technologies such as TeslaTouch [5] in future devices would help overcome restrictions of combining shape-changing interfaces with pixel displays.
Furthermore, the visual appearance of an object is tightly coupled to its physical shape. While our concept allows for altering an object's perceived appearance, large-scale changes (e. g. doubling its size) are challenging to achieve. Thus, there are limitations in terms of possible optical illusions.
Display quality
Typically, the field-of-view of spatial AR is limited. If users look at a surface from a very steep angle, graphics disappear or are cropped (like with bump maps). We partly overcome this problem with our view-dependent shape-change approach, however, this solves the problem only to a certain extent. Furthermore, spatial AR relies on perspective correction with respect to user perspective. However, we believe that our approach is superior to currently used see-through AR technologies because it features natural depth cues and occlusion.
Our vision is that spatial AR is achieved by OLED-style displays wrapping around shape-changing interfaces, or any other display technology featuring high-resolution flexible displays. Currently, our system only features displaying digital content through projection mapping with a single projector, which gave us the ability to develop and test our concepts. However, we argue that our approach is agnostic to the way the image is generated.
In the future, we plan to extend our prototype with flexible and autostereoscopic displays and an increased number of actuators.
CONCLUSION
The combination of shape-changing interfaces with spatial AR allows for a more accurate and realistic representation of content. The technique features natural depth cues and leaves users uninstrumented, which we believe is important. It allows for displaying high frequency textures, fast motion and other optical effects such as shadows on a low resolution shapechanging device. The shape-changing device complements 3D graphics with tactile sensation and physical deformation. We believe that future shape-changing interfaces should incorporate pixel displays to increase the space of possible interactions and usages.
